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ABSTRACT
Communication and multimedia applications with increased
data rates and enhanced functionality continuously raise the
bar for the computational requirements of future micropro
cessors. In order to meet these computational demands it is
necessary to exploit sub-word parallelism eﬃciently. We pro
pose to make sub-word data movement a ﬁrst-class operation
in microprocessor architectures by introducing a Sub-word
Permutation Unit (SPU) in the execution pipeline. The SPU
is evaluated in the context of the MMX media co-processor
for the Intel Pentium architectures, but our results can be ex
tended to any processor that supports sub-word parallelism.
We ﬁnd that the SPU allows us to orchestrate sub-word data
placement prior to computation, thus allowing the MMX
functional units to concentrate on performing calculations.
Furthermore, we introduce a decoupled SPU control mecha
nism at the basic block level which allows static optimization
to eliminate data-movement overhead in tight loops, where
most media and signal processing occurs. We demonstrate
that anywhere from 4% to 20% improvement can be obtained
on key media and signal processing kernels with as little as
1% increase in hardware resources.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

As information technology proliferates, next-generation
microprocessors face increasingly demanding media process
ing workloads. Performance is key, but energy eﬃciency and
code size will also become important. These applications op
erate on smaller data types than a typical register word size
(e.g.: 6 bit, 8-bit, 10-bit, 12-bit are common in Viterbi de
coding, FIR ﬁlters, FFT, LDPC decoders) and have a high
degree of data parallelism [2, 7].
To exploit this data parallelism, modern processors (both
general-purpose and digital signal processors) have embraced
sub-word parallelism that allows for more eﬃcient process
ing of lower precision data [15, 12, 19, 14]. Standard word-

precision data units are sub-divided into smaller data units
called sub-words, but still share the same data paths. Since
sub-words are packed into word-sized registers, the regis
ter ﬁle does not need additional ports to support sub-word
computation. Any operation that is executed on the regu
lar data unit can be executed on each individual sub-word,
with a few minor modiﬁcations. Adders and multipliers need
to have their carry chains optionally broken at sub-word
boundaries, and control logic needs to be added to support
the new sub-word instructions. To enable eﬃcient control,
Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) techniques are typ
ically employed.
However, sub-word parallelism can be awkward for in
struction sets and microprocessors designed for standard
word computations. Sub-word parallelism introduces some
non-orthogonality1 into the instruction set architecture. This
is in the form of restrictions on which sub-words in a reg
ister ﬁle can be used for a given computation. We classify
these restrictions into two categories: (a) inter-word restric
tions and (b) intra-word restrictions. Inter-word restrictions
are created because sub-words may only come from a lim
ited number of registers, typically two registers for most
load-store machines. Intra-word restrictions imply that each
functional unit can only operate upon sub-words located at
the same bit position – e.g. both sub-word operands must
be bit-aligned within their source registers.
The result of these restrictions is that data permutation
instructions must be inserted between SIMD operations to
align sub-word operands properly as described in [15]. The
number of data permutation instructions can be quite sig
niﬁcant. For example, dynamic instruction counts of the
EEMBC consumer benchmarks running on the Philips TriMedia processor [6] show that over 23% of instructions are
data alignment instructions such as pack/merge bytes (16.8%)
and pack/merge half words (6.5%) [8].
These ﬁgures strongly suggest that data alignment should
be supported in the micro-architecture directly as a part of
1
we use the term orthogonality in the same sense as in
Wulf’s classic paper [24].

every sub-word computation. The trick is to do it eﬃciently
and at the same time not modifying the instruction set dras
tically. That is the basic motivation for the proposed work.
We present a novel hardware structure called the Subword Permutation Unit (SPU), that addresses both interword and intra-word restrictions transparently with sub word
computations. In order to make the SPU an eﬃcient ad
dition to the instruction set architecture to any sub-word
capable processor the SPU uses a decoupled control unit.
This control unit allows zero-overhead control of sub-word
permutations in critical loop structures where performance
is the most critical.
In the remainder of this paper, we present our case study
of implementing the SPU in the context of the Pentium
MMX instruction set architecture. Section 2 begins with
a short description of the MMX architecture and its interword and intra-word restrictions. Section 3 presents the
SPU architecture and describes its approach to removing
sub-word restrictions from critical loops and its associated
decoupled control mechanism. Section 4 describes the SPU
programming interface and Section 5 presents our evalua
tion of the SPU. Section 6 discusses how our results apply
to other signal processing and media architectures. Finally,
Section 7 discusses related work and Section 8 presents our
conclusions.
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CASE STUDY: MMX

We motivate the SPU with the most common SIMD archi
tecture available, the MMX media co-processor architecture
for the Intel Pentium family [19]. MMX operates on 64-bit
vectors whose sub-words are either 8, 16, 32 or 64 bits in
precision. There are eight special purpose 64-bit registers
which are mapped on top of the x87 ﬂoating point registers
named MM0 through MM7. All MMX instructions operate
in a single cycle, except multiply instructions which have a
three cycle latency. In the implementation of the MMX as
described in [18] there are two integer pipes called the U and
V pipes. Both pipes support arithmetic and logic functions,
but only one instruction can be a multiply instruction and
only one instruction can be a permutation or shift instruc
tion. The U pipe is shared with Floating Point operations
and is used for all instructions that access memory. Up to
four MMX registers can be read at any given time and three
can be written. The destination register for the instructions
in the U and V pipes should not be the same register. No
read-after-write or write-after-read dependencies must exist
between the two pipes. Essentially, the function of the two
pipes allows the MMX to execute two MMX instructions in
a given clock cycle.
There are three instructions that support sub-word com
putations across registers on the MMX. They are packed
multiply-add, packed add and pack/unpack instructions.
Figure 1 shows how the packed multiply-add and packed
add instructions operate on 16-bit data. The packed multiplyadd (Pmaddwd) ﬁrst multiplies the 16-bit values in the same
bit positions in both input operand registers as speciﬁed by
the instruction (the uppermost MM0 and MM1 in Figure 1),
resulting in four 32-bit products. Then, the top and bottom
32-bit products are added, resulting in a pair of 32-bit sum
of-products (the lower most MM0 in Figure 1).
The packed addition instruction (Paddd), also shown in
Figure 1, completes the sum-of products by adding the two
32-bit values stored in a register (the lower most MM0 in

Figure 2: MMX unpack instruction.
Figure 1), resulting in a single 32-bit sum-of-products. It
is interesting to note that these two operations are the core
computations needed to perform a four-tap FIR ﬁlter.
Figure 2 shows the unpack instruction for the MMX. There
is a corresponding pack instruction that supports saturation
logic which is not shown in this ﬁgure. The pack instruction
is vital to ensure proper data alignment for those MMX in
structions that operate on data in the same bit-positions (all
non packed multiply add and packed add computations).

2.1 Intra-Word Restrictions
We illustrate the impact of the intra-word restrictions on
performance with a small but representative example from
media processing. Consider the computation of the deter
minant of a 2x2 matrix as shown below:
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Lets assume that a, b, c and d are 32-bit values that are
organized as follows. 64-bit MMX register MM0 contains
a and b and the 64-bit register MM1 contains c and d. To
multiply a with d and b with c, we ﬁrst need to swap the bit
positions of the sub-words contained within MM0 or MM1,
as the MMX does not support a non-bit aligned sub-word

multiply instruction. This swapping of data can either be
accomplished through the use of a unpack instruction or a
move instruction, but requires one execution cycle. This re
striction occurs quite frequently in other common applica
tions such as FIR ﬁltering. Again, this is simply one instance
of an intra-word restriction as it applies to the MMX me
dia extension, but applies equally to almost every sub-word
capable architecture.
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Inter-word restrictions manifest themselves when the de
sired sub-words for a computation are spread across more
registers than that can addressed by a single computational
instruction. A simple example of an algorithm that shows
the inter-word restrictions of SIMD architectures is the ma
trix transpose, where the sub-words are packed in memory
either in row or column ordering.
Figure 3 shows a 4x4 matrix transpose as calculated on
the MMX, where each row is contained within a vector reg
ister in the MMX register ﬁle. A 4x4 transpose is shown
for simplicity on 16-bit sub-words, but a similar set of op
erations can be used for an 8x8 matrix transpose for 8-bit
sub words, or matrices of many more elements. The original
source matrix is shown in the top-middle of the diagram and
the transposed matrix is shown directly beneath it. Using
MMX, a four-by-four matrix transpose can be calculated by
employing a succession of eight merge instructions as shown
in Figure 2 if the source matrix is contained in the MMX
register ﬁle. For example, to create the ﬁrst row in the trans
posed matrix, two 16-bit unpack instructions (punpckhwd)
are used on the upper halves of the four MMX registers that
contain the source matrix, creating the 2x4 matrix on the
left of Figure 2. Likewise, two more unpack instructions
(punpcklwd) are employed to create the 2x4 matrix on the
right of Figure 2. These two half matrices form an interme
diate matrix that can then be operated on by another four
pack instructions (punpckhdq and pupckldq) to create the
transpose of the original 4x4 matrix.
If the inter-word restrictions did not exist, we would be
able to fetch any sub-word contained within any of the reg
isters in the register ﬁle. The result would be the ability to
transform any given column into a row of data in a single
cycle, which would allow us to do a matrix transpose in four
instructions on the MMX (one instruction for each column).
However, since we are restricted to fetching sub-words from
two MMX registers, we need to create the intermediate 2x4
matrices. The consequence of the inter-word restriction is
that a 4x4 matrix transpose takes eight instructions instead
of four. Typically, inter-word restrictions occur in multi
dimensional signal processing that involves matrix manip
ulations like transposing a matrix or multiplying a matrix
with a vector. It is important to note, inter-word restric
tions do not appear only on the MMX architecture, but can
be found on most sub-word parallel machines. The MMX
architecture is simply used as an example of one of the most
widely familiar sub-word architectures.

3.

THE SPU ARCHITECTURE

We would like to create a mechanism that allows us to
address both intra-word and inter-word restrictions without
having to issue an explicit permutation instruction. This
would in turn allow our media processor to concentrate on
processing streaming data on the SIMD computation units.
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Figure 4: The SPU Block Diagram
However, we want to avoid a radical instruction set change.
The Sub-word Permutation Unit (SPU) is a circuit that
controls the access to the SPU register through the SPU in
terconnect. It allows data permutations in existing software
to be executed before the execution of any computational
instructions by removing the permutation from the instruc
tion stream and instead having the SPU controller schedule
the permutation. This is done by allowing statically sched
uled permutations of byte or half-word granularity to be
completed on register data before execution in the MMX
pipes. The net eﬀect is to make key sub-word permutations
transparent architecture while providing the programmer or
compiler with ﬁrst-class access to sub words.
A block diagram of the SPU is shown in the gray box as
connected to the MMX architecture. The SPU consists of
three major components, the SPU register, the SPU inter
connect and the SPU controller. It resides between the mem
ory and computational stages. The SPU register is simply a
set of D Flip Flops that are grouped into bytes (the smallest
sub-word supported by the MMX architecture). This uni
ﬁed register allows access to all sub-words within the register
space of the MMX and eliminates inter-word restrictions.
The SPU Interconnect is a full crossbar of byte granular
ity which connects the bytes from the SPU register to the
MMX computational units. The SPU interconnect’s pro
pose is to forward the appropriate sub-words to the ALUs in
the correct byte location, thereby eliminating the inter-word
restrictions of sub-word parallelism. The SPU controller de
cides which bytes are transferred from the SPU register to
the MMX computational units. On each read of the SPU
register, the entire register is read. On writes to the SPU
register, only those bits that are overwritten are changed.
The SPU interconnect is a crossbar of byte granularity
that allows the functional units to pick any sub-word from
the register ﬁle and hence it overcomes the inter-word or
intra-word restrictions. There is a trade-oﬀ between the
amount of ﬂexibility in the interconnect and the cost of the
interconnect and we will explore this later in the paper.
The SPU controller, also shown in Figure 4 is a dynami
cally programmed state-machine that generates the required
sub-word permutations for static code structures. It selects
the desired sub-words for a computation from the SPU regis
ter by controlling the conﬁguration of the SPU interconnect.
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Figure 3: Inter-word restrictions in a 4 × 4 matrix transpose on the MMX using unpack instructions
Essentially, the SPU interconnect and the controller allows
subword-level addressing of the register ﬁle. This could be
done by adding six additional bits to each instruction to en
able subword-level addressing modes and adding additional
ports to the register ﬁle. But, that would change the instruc
tion set architecture and increase the code size signiﬁcantly.
The innovation here is to achieve the same ﬂexibility with
a decoupled controller that is programmed separately, so
that the instruction set architecture does not change signif
icantly, but with the limitation that only a ﬁnite number of
static instructions can be coupled with SPU permutations.
Further details of the SPU controller are shown in Figure 8.
It is comprised of a K-state state machine, where K is the
number of states. This is a parameter that needs to be cho
sen for a particular micro-architecture based on the the size
of the core kernels. We ﬁx the value of K at 128 for our ex
periments. The SPU can support several copies of the SPU
control registers, allowing for fast context switching in cases
where more than one conﬁguration of the SPU is desired.
Of course, more area would be required to support these
extra contexts. In addition to the state machine the con
troller has a pair of counters that keep track of how many
dynamic instructions have been executed. These are initial
ized prior to using the SPU. This allows the SPU controller
to support data permutation patterns in up to three nested
loops. Only the counter speciﬁed in each state is used in
that particular state. When the speciﬁed counter for a par
ticular state reaches zero, the loop of that particular state is
exited. Further details of the programming of the SPU con
troller are shown in the next section. Finally, the SPU has
control registers that are memory-mapped, hence the need
for a connection to memory as shown in Figure 4. When the
SPU is not active, data is transferred to the MMX compu
tational units as it exists in the register ﬁle.

4. PROGRAMMING THE SPU
As discussed in the previous section, the SPU has to be
programmed to control the SPU interconnect to have the
appropriate conﬁguration for media kernels. Figure 6 shows
the structure of the SPU’s program (the similarity with a
horizontal microprogram structure is deliberate). The ad
dress space of the SPU is memory mapped as noted in the
previous section and it has to be programmed before with
the desired communication pattern before executing a com
putational loop that utilizes the SPU. The CNTRx bit se
lects one of two counters that will be used for that particular
state to support zero overhead looping. The SPU Intercon
nect ﬁeld contains the desired byte address from the SPU
register for each input operand. The Next State0 ﬁeld con
tains the address of the next state to execute in the SPU
controller if the counter that is speciﬁed in the CNTRx ﬁeld
of that state is zero. Otherwise if the associated CNTRx
ﬁeld of the state is one the Next State1 contains the address
of the next state. Not shown in Figure 6 are the two counters
and the SPU conﬁguration register. The counters should be
initialized with the dynamic instruction count required for
the computational loop. State 127 in the SPU controller is
a special idle state - when the control reaches this states the
SPU is automatically disabled. and the counters are reset
to their initial values. The conﬁguration register contains a
GO bit that activates the SPU when it is written to.
A simple example is presented next to illustrate the pro
gramming of the SPU. Let us assume we have sub-words
a,b,c,d and e,f,g,h in memory, where each of the sub-word
is a 16-bit quantity and we want to compute the products:
a ∗ c, e ∗ g, b ∗ d, f ∗ h, to realize the dot-product for example.
First we look at how the MMX would implement this dot
product, assuming the ordering as shown on the left of Fig
ure 5. After loading these two vectors into MMX registers
MM0 and MM1, the data would need to be re-ordered so
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that the sub-words that we are interested in multiplying to
gether share the same bit alignment in registers MM0 and
MM1. To accomplish this reordering, the MMX typically
employs the packing instructions (instructions 1 and 2) as
shown in Figure 5. After the re-ordering is complete, we can
then proceed to multiply the sub-words (instructions 3 and
4). The pseudo-MMX assembly code for this would look
like:
punpckhwd
punpcklwd
pmulhw
pmullw
jump Loop

Utilizing the SPU, we can complete the two packing in
structions by modifying the SPU interconnect to fetch and
align the sub-words needed for each multiply instruction
implicitly along with the multiply instructions. The result
would be to remove the two permutations from the loop by
having the SPU execute the permutation instructions trans
parently. The result would transform the ﬁve pseudo-code
instructions from above into the following three pseudo-code
instructions:
Loop:

NextState0

NextState1

Byte position in SPU
register of a,e,c,g

127

1

state1 0

Byte position in SPU
register of b,f,d,h

127

2

state2 0

straight

127

0

1) pmulhw
2) pmullw
3) jump 1)

Figure 7: SPU register usage
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Shown in Figure 7 is the setup in the SPU controller that
is needed to support the data patterns as required by the
unpack instructions that were removed in our dot product
example. Let us assume this loop needs to be executed 10
times. We would need to pick a loop counter and setup a
loop counter to be equal to 10 times the number of static
instructions inside the loop. For the example shown in Fig
ure 7, we would setup CNTR0 to be equal to 10 * 3 = 30

(the total number of dynamic instructions executed in our
loop). The NextState0 ﬁeld in Figure 7 shows that the exit
state is the IDLE state, which puts the SPU in sleep mode
and reinitializes CNTR0 to 30.
To utilize the zero overhead loop capability of the SPU,
we simply specify the CNTR value for each instruction that
is associated with each individual loop. In the case of our
dot product example we have set CNTR0 to our dynamic
instruction count, and so each of the CNTRx entries for this
example would contain a ”0”. Since the SPU automatically
restores the CNTR value to its original programmed state
after reaching zero, the SPU has zero overhead for maintain
ing up to 2 nested loops.
As we can see, the generation of the code for the SPU
is systematic and can be automated. Additionally, a sepa
rate instruction set extension could be mapped to the SPU
controller freeing the programmer from having to micro-code
this engine. The startup cost of programming the SPU needs
to also be considered carefully by either the programmer or
a compiler. However, for the media applications where the
workloads are well deﬁned at compilation time, the startup
cost should be easily scheduled. With the combination of
the regularity of media applications and the ability to load
multiple contexts into the SPU, the startup costs should be
easily manageable. Finally, on an exception, we can either
ensure that the exception handler disables the SPU by writ
ing to the SPU control register, or switches to a free context
of the SPU.

5. SPU EVALUATION
In this section, we present a micro-architectural and system
level evaluation of the SPU mechanism. We present area
and delay estimates based upon a VHDL implementation
and present performance results in the context of the MMX
architecture. The ﬁndings show that the SPU derives sig
niﬁcant performance beneﬁts from all three of its design ob
jectives: intra-word permutation, intra-word permutations,
and decoupled control.

5.1 SPU Micro-architectural Evaluation
5.1.1 Intra-word speedups
The SPU was modeled in VHDL and simulated for func
tional correctness. The control logic shown in Figure 8 was

Figure 8: Shows the block diagram of the SPU controller modeled in VHDL. This controller supports full
byte addressability of the SPU register.
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generated from the VHDL description. Our results indicate
that the SPU can be implemented with less than 1% area
overhead in a 0.18µ 106mm2 Pentium III processor [1]. Ad
ditional contexts of the SPU control registers would cost
additional area.
The performance and the area of the SPU are dominated
by the size of the interconnect and the control memory. The
area and delay for the memory and interconnect are esti
mated from the implementation and layout of the Princeton
VSP (Video Signal processor) project described in [23, 3].
The Princeton work uses folded crossbar structures to op
timize the layout area which is particularly applicable to
the SPU interconnect. The technology used in the Prince
ton work is 0.25um CMOS with 2 metal layers for routing.
Table 1 describes the area and delay trade-oﬀs for four dif
ferent conﬁgurations of the SPU. Note that the amount of
control memory depends on the size of the crossbar used
which in turn dictates the amount of ﬂexibility in terms of
the amount of inter-word parallelism that can be explored
and the granularity in terms of the size of the data operands.
The control memory size in our implementation is given by
a simple formula 128*(15+K) where K is the number of ad
dressable location and 128 is the number of states assumed
in the controller. Conﬁguration A represents full byte-level
ﬂexibility, which means any byte in the register ﬁle can be
used in the computation. This will eliminate all inter-word
and intra-word restrictions and make the sub-word paral
lelism fully orthogonal. Typically, full byte-level ﬂexibility
is not needed, and a restricted version of the crossbar can
be used with corresponding beneﬁts in area and delay. All
the applications used in this paper can be realized with con
ﬁguration D that utilizes a 16x16 crossbar, which has a very
modest area requirement of 2.86 square mm in 0.25um 2
layer metal process.
The total latency of the SPU is dictated by the latency of
the crossbar and the control memory. These results could
likely be signiﬁcantly improved by optimizing the design for
a speciﬁc processor by suitable transistor sizing and of course
using more than two metal layers, as the crossbar design is
dominated by wiring.
Taken in the context of the 106mm2 Pentium III die, and
scaling to .18µ with 6-layers of metal, we expect the SPU
can be implemented with less than 1% area overhead. To
accomodate SPU latency without adversely aﬀecting pro
cessor clock cycle, we propose to add a pipeline stage to
the MMX for data motion within the SPU, if necessary.
For other implementations of the SPU and other architec
tures, the granularity of the SPU interconnect can be traded
for cycle time as needed. Additionally, for modern designs,
additional pipelining may be necessary to ensure that the
SPU’s interconnect meets clock cycle requirements.
However, further pipelining the MMX should not degrade
the performance on media benchmarks by very much. First,
control dependencies are calculated in the scalar pipeline,
not in the MMX. Lengthening the MMX pipeline will not in
crease branch mis-prediction penalties. Second, digital sig
nal processing and video applications that are the focus of
this paper (those that are candidates for exploiting sub-word
parallelism) contain few conditional branch instructions [8]
and exhibit large amount of data parallelism and therefore
very few branch mis-predictions. The impact of additional
pipelining may be more acutely felt for general purpose pro
grams which are not examined in this paper, but should

certainly be considered depending upon your application.
We extracted the branch statistics of various programs
used in our study using the VTune performance analysis tool
from Intel [9]. These are shown in Table 2. As the branch
statistics indicate, an additional pipeline stage is unlikely
to be detrimental to the overall performance. If a single
extra cycle penalty is added for each branch mis-predict, our
results are essentially the same due to the low frequency of
branch mis-predictions for media algorithms. The impact of
the addition of an extra pipe stage to accommodate the SPU
on another media architecture would have to be weighed on a
case-by-case basis. However, due to the workloads of typical
media processors, we believe similar results would be found.

5.2 SPU Performance
In this section, we evaluate the system-level performance
impact of the SPU on a Pentium III with MMX. We describe
our experimental methodology and present a breakdown of
our performance results.

5.2.1 Methodology
The evaluation of the beneﬁts of SPU had to be done
carefully. One could write poor code that has many unnec
essary data movements, which could give us a false estimate
for the beneﬁts of the SPU. So, we chose benchmarks that
satisﬁed the following two requirements - (a) they should
be highly optimized for the MMX architecture and (b) they
should be from an independent source, so that the quality
of the code and the fractions of MMX usage were not within
our control. We used the The Intel Integrated Performance
Primitives (IPP) [10] for our experiments. These are highly
optimized libraries from Intel that have been hand tuned for
the highest performance utilizing the MMX. Improvements
shown in this paper are for code that has already been opti
mized without the knowledge of an existing SPU. This does
introduce an interesting question, can the code be optimized
further if the programmer or the compiler had the knowl
edge of the SPU. We believe that is possible, but do not
address at this time.
The IPP consists of three types of algorithms, signal pro
cessing, image processing and matrix algebra. First, each of
the benchmark is executed on the MMX unit of a Pentium
III processor. Then, using a performance analysis tool de
veloped by Intel called Vtune [9], we extract statistical infor
mation about the run-time performance of each algorithm.
In particular, we can see what percentage of each algorithm’s
operations are MMX instructions, and what percentage of
each algorithm’s operations were packing or permutation in
structions that are required for sub-word realignment. Then,
each of the algorithms is re-coded to avoid utilizing the per
mutation instructions that can be addressed by the SPU
unit. The algorithms are then re-run with the permutations
instructions replaced with implicit SPU instructions and the
performance is cataloged. The code is assumed to reside in
L1 cache for all the experiments. Only a single context SPU
was utilized in this study. It is assumed that most vector ar
chitectures are in-order machines, as out-of-order execution
would not improve ILP beyond vectorization.

5.2.2 Performance Overview
Figure 9 summarizes the results from this study. Overall,
speedups resulting from the SPU range from 4-20%. The
ﬁgure shows both the performance of the MMX and the

SPU
Conﬁguration
A
B
C
D

Interconnect
Area (mm2 )
8.14
4.07
4.72
2.36

Interconnect
Delay (ns)
3.14
2.29
1.95
0.95

Control Memory
Size(mm2 )
1.35
1.1
0.6
0.5

Description
64x32 crossbar with 8-bit ports
32x32 crossbar with 8-bit ports
32x16 crossbar with 16-bit ports
16 x16 crossbar with 16-bit ports

Table 1: Delay and Area for four possible SPU conﬁguration in 0.25um 2 metal CMOS
Media
Algorithm
FIR12
FIR22
IIR
FFT1024
FFT128
DCT
Matrix Multiply
Matrix Transpose

Clocks
Executed
1.51E+10
2.13E+10
1.45E+10
1.27E+10
1.19E+10
1.69E+10
1.78E+10
1.88E+10

Branches
2.56E+09
2.05E+09
8.98E+08
4.19E+08
7.41E+08
2.75E+08
3.53E+08
1.57E+09

Missed
Branches
1.43E+07
1.00E+07
1.11E+07
8.42E+06
1.87E+07
1.84E+04
2.24E+04
7.73E+06

Missed
Branches %
0.094%
0.046%
0.076%
0.066%
0.157%
0.000%
0.000%
0.041%

Benchmark
Description
12 TAP, 150 Sample blocks
22 TAP, 150 Sample blocks
10 TAP, 150 Sample blocks
1024 Sample, Radix 2 Real FFT
128 Sample, Radix 2 Real FFT
8x8 Kernel
16x16 16b Matrix Multiply
16x16 Matrix Transpose, 16-bits

Table 2: Branch Statistics for Some Media Algorithms on the MMX, showing the percentage of missed
branches on the MMX architecture

MMX augmented with the SPU on the IPP media routines.
The results include the overhead of the additional pipeline
cycle needed for the SPU interconnect. The hashed portions
of each bar indicate the percentage of execution cycles that
the MMX engine is executing. As we can see, neither the
FFT or IIR ﬁlter routines from the IPP package utilize the
MMX eﬃciently. In these instanced, the SPU obviously does
not impact the performance on these routines. The FIR
ﬁlters for the MMX try to avoid many sub-word permutes
that would normally be required by having multiple copies
of the ﬁlter coeﬃcients in the MMX registers where each
copy of coeﬃcients are oﬀset by one sub word. This allows
for the small range of sub-word permutations required by
the FIR to be handled at the expense of register ﬁle pressure
and additional memory requirements. Because of this eﬀect,
the SPU gives only a small eight percent speedup to MMX.
However, if the code was reworked with the SPU in mind,
register ﬁle pressure could be improved. In general it should
also be noted the code that was used for this study was
highly optimized code given the MMX architecture, and not
necessarily the optimal code for an MMX that has been
augmented with the SPU. Therefore, it is our belief that
the improvements seen here represent a lower estimate of
the true performance advantages of the SPU.
Most of the algorithms tested show intra-word restrictions
which are addressed by the ﬂexible interconnect. Intra-word
restrictions impact code performance in algorithms for a few
reasons. Some algorithm’s basic data block length simply
does not match the computational width of the processor,
thus requiring some sub-word movement to support eﬃcient
usage of the sub-word computational blocks. Other algo
rithms, like the FIR ﬁlter, can handle the bulk of compu
tations without sub-word restrictions, but have sub-word
processing such as shifting the delay line by a single sam
ple. One interesting pattern that has emerged from this
study is that intra-word restrictions appear to account for
less than 10% of cycles lost for most media applications.
The low intra-word speedup is due to the fact that most
media applications contain enough parallelism so they may

Media
Algorithm
FIR12
FIR22
IIR
FFT1024
FFT128
DCT
Matrix Multiply
Matrix Transpose

Cycles
Overlapped
1.12E+09
1.38E+09
9.11E+08
4.98E+08
4.26E+08
2.83E+09
2.58E+09
3.33E+09

% MMX
Instr
11.20%
11.40%
93.63%
50.30%
48.08%
23.98%
18.70%
20.12%

Total
Instr
07.42%
06.48%
06.28%
03.92%
03.58%
16.75%
14.49%
17.55%

Table 3: Cycles overlapped through decoupled con
trol.

be parallelized suﬃciently to avoid some intra-word eﬀects.
One technique to avoid intra-word restrictions is to make
duplicate, sub-word shifted copies of data in the register ﬁle
to avoid having to perform software permutations. This is
done in the IPP FIR ﬁlter code, however the replication of
coeﬃcients in the register ﬁle would be unnecessary with
a SPU-enabled MMX. As a result, less pressure would be
placed on the register ﬁle.

5.2.3 Inter-word speedups
Inter-word restrictions appear in primarily matrix or imag
ing applications. Additionally, the next generation of com
munications applications utilizing smart antenna arrays may
also require multi dimensional ﬁltering. The uniﬁed SPU
register allows most inter-word restrictions to be eliminated.
By removing the intra-word restrictions, the speedups are
quite a bit more impressive, as shown by the DCT, matrix
multiply and matrix transpose kernels.

5.2.4 Overlap through decoupled control
Table 3 illustrates the signiﬁcant beneﬁts of the decou
pled SPU controller. Between 11% and 93% of MMX per
mutation instructions are oﬀ-loaded to the SPU controller.
This results in a total instruction savings between 3.58% and
17.55%, accounting for a substantial portion of our overall

speedups from Figure 9. In general, we believe that this
decoupled control is an important mechanism for enabling
eﬃcient sub-word parallelism for relatively little expense.

sub-words. However, additional modes could be added to
the SPU, like sign extension, negation, or even more complex
operations.

6.

7. RELATED WORK

DISCUSSION

Most SIMD machines support a large variety of permuta
tion instructions, and some architectures can even eﬃciently
schedule permutations in parallel with the computational
stream in DSP applications. Such support, however, comes
at signiﬁcant cost and suﬀers from inter-word restrictions.
For example, the Altivec vector media co-processor for the
PowerPC architecture has a permutation unit that is one of
four integer pipelines that are fed by a dynamic dispatch
unit [12]. The Altivec’s permutation unit can generate any
permutation of data from two input registers of up to byte
wide granularity and can be scheduled quite well for most
media codes even without aggressive software pipelining. Al
though this solution provides high performance, it comes at
signiﬁcant cost and complexity. First, most architectures
in the DSP domain exploit the regularity of applications by
avoiding the complexity and power consumption of dynamic
scheduling. Second, the permutation unit can only access a
small number of registers at a time, resulting in serious lim
itations on inter-word permutations such as those we found
useful for matrix and DCT applications.
The Texas Instruments C64x VLIW DSP has two of eight
execution units that handle a subset of permutations [20].
However, using aggressive software pipelining and intelligent
data alignment, most permutations can be executed in par
allel with the other six computational units for most algo
rithms. Both the Altivec and C64x implementations require
the permutations to be included in the software as sepa
rate explicit instructions, resulting in greater demands on
instruction bandwidth and cache. Another DSP architec
ture, Analog Device’s eight-wide SIMD static super-scalar
TigerSHARC DSP [5] supports a small sub-set of permu
tation directly in each computation, thus hiding the need
for the majority of explicit permutation instructions. This
solution is appealing, but limited in both inter-word and
intra-word capabilities.
One reason we chose the MMX (other than its wide ac
ceptance) for our study was that it provides a clean basis for
evaluating the SPU mechanism. Qualitatively, the SPU is
a good design alternative to existing DSP mechanisms, en
abling more general sub-word orchestration with low com
plexity and cost. Quantitatively, it is diﬃcult to remove
such mechanisms from existing designs in order to provide
an accurate numerical comparison. The MMX architecture
provided a clean platform for a quantitative analysis.
We note that the MMX architecture works with a rel
atively small register set when compared to architectures
such as the Altivec. Providing general inter-word permu
tations across a large register set would require the SPU to
have signiﬁcantly more interconnect and register bandwidth.
Design trade-oﬀs would include restricting permutations to
a subset of registers, pipelining the SPU interconnect into
multiple cycles, and using a multi-stage interconnect instead
of a crossbar. Although challenging, we believe that the SPU
design can be scaled to large register sets and provide sig
niﬁcant performance and eﬃciency advantages, especially in
the coming era of up to a billion transistors on a chip.
As a last point, the SPU implemented in this study is
relatively simple, allowing only equal sub-word access to all

The predominant solution to overcome the restrictions of
subword parallelism is to provide special instructions like
permute, mix, pack, unpack and variations of it as described
in [15, 19]. Modern VLIW and super-scalar processors have
found a way to hide this overhead by providing a special
functional unit that can perform data rearrangement in par
allel with regular computation. This is often accomplished
by loop unrolling and scheduling the data reordering of one
iteration with the computation of a previous iteration. Ex
amples of such processors include the Altivec co-processor
of PowerPC [12] and the ﬂagship Texas Instruments DSP
based on the VelociTI architecture [20]. So, in eﬀect the
prevalent solution is to perform data orchestration in soft
ware with additional instructions, which obviously increases
the code size and wastes expensive resources on the proces
sor like the instruction fetch and decode mechanism. This
is especially detrimental (as our results indicate) when the
programs have an abundance of inter-word restrictions like
DCT which is a critical kernel in many multimedia and com
pression applications.
Hardware solutions for parallel data orchestration seem
attractive. In fact, the earliest solution to this problem can
be found in the Burroughs Scientiﬁc Processor[13], where
two full crossbars are provided between the memory and
the functional units for data alignment. A restricted ver
sion of this was proposed in the Analog Devices’ ﬂagship
TigerSHARC DSP in the form of a data alignment buﬀer
[4]. Similar data alignment problems were addressed in mas
sively parallel SIMD computers such as the CM2 [11]. The
work in the area of hardware support for memory access
reordering such as [17] is also similar though it is not just
restricted to overcome subword parallelism.
The key innovation of this paper is to provide a hard
ware mechanism for addressing the data alignment problem
(to overcome both inter-word and intra-word restrictions)
between the register ﬁle and the functional units, without
having to redesign the instruction-set architecture of exist
ing machines. Furthermore, we show how this can be inte
grated within a execution pipeline in a complex processor
state-of-the-art processor such as the Pentium with MMX.
This is accomplished by decoupling the data orchestration
from the instruction execution with a specialized low over
head controller.
The SPU solution can also be viewed as a form of data for
warding unit that is programmer controlled. The program
mer can make the data appears in front of the functional
units in the correct order by conﬁguring the SPU controller
appropriately. In this sense the concept of SPU reinforces
the key insight behind the recent work in MIT [22] and Stan
ford [16] in supporting data communication explicitly. The
SPU makes sub-word data re-ordering explicit and visible to
the compiler yet invisible to the execution stream. The work
reported in [21] shares the same motivation as ours but they
focus more on reducing the loop overhead with a hardware
programmable loop engine. They mention data alignment
but do not present any details or implementation results.

8.

CONCLUSION

Sub-word orchestration will become increasingly impor
tant in future microprocessors as media applications demand
higher data rates. Media processors, due to the regular na
ture of media applications, will continue to answer this chal
lenge with larger amounts of parallel resources, increasingly
relying on sub-word parallelism.
The SPU demonstrates that a carefully placed intercon
nect can signiﬁcantly accelerate signal processing applica
tions with minimal overhead by removing some of the re
strictions of sub-word parallelism. In particular, the SPU
achieves high performance through an eﬃcient, decoupled
controller to support both inter-word and intra-word sub
word permutations. The SPU also pipelines data orches
tration latency by exploiting the regular behavior of signal
processing applications. We believe that the SPU is an el
egant solution to the sub-word orchestration problem and
represents an attractive alternative to more ad-hoc meth
ods currently in practice.
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